
 

 
 

Simple Production Tips for Musicians 
By: Ben Wallick 
 
Hi! Thank you for taking the time to check out my website. I hope you enjoy 
this free guide. Included here are 40 tips that appeared on my Instagram 
Stories over the course of six weeks and are concepts that I wish I had 
known about when I was just starting out down the road of music creation. 
  
My hope is that this selection helps to educate and inspire you to create 
amazing works of music. If you have any questions or want to share your 
music with me, feel free to contact me at benthebass@gmail.com 
 
Happy Producing :) 
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1. Mixing and mastering plugins can only enhance the 
quality of the recordings you made, not make them. Take 
the extra time during your session to place the mic in the 
right spot so you don't chase your tail EQing and 
compressing later… 
 
2. Don't overdo it! Make your parts count! Only keep the 
most essential elements in a track - especially at the 
beginning of the song. Let the track build over time. 
Besides, minimal arrangements are in vogue now. 
 
3. Learn to set up AUX channels to streamline your mixing 
process... E.G. All individual drum parts can be sent into 
an all drums BUS output. That way you can automate and 
effect the entire drum kit without going through each 
channel. 
 
4. Know the basics of EQing a vocal recording. Usually 
there's a nasty frequency in the low mids (350 - 700 Hz 
range) that causes the vocal to sound either boxy or 
muddy. Boost an EQ notch and find the frequency then dip 
it out to taste (usually 3-6 db). 
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5. Watch out for phase issues when using multiple 
microphones on a single source (e.g. when stereo micing 
a guitar or piano). Best practices to avoid issues all 
together are by placing either a spaced stereo pair 
equidistant from the source or via XY mic configuration 
(facing opposite directions from the same location at 180 
degrees). 
 
6. Take the time before you begin recording (aka during 
pre-production) to make sure that the key of the song and 
the tempo suits the vocalist's range and the vibe you're 
trying to create. If you're not sure you can start off with 
MIDI tracks that you can relatively easily alter the pitch 
and tempo of later on. 
 
7. Unless you're specifically going for a muddy tone 
(everything can have its place) make sure your guitar (or 
bass etc.) has new strings and is properly set up before a 
session. Make sure your drum heads aren't dead. Make 
sure your vocalist has warmed up and is sounding hot! It's 
the simple things sometimes… 
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8. Focus on your strengths when writing a song. Let your 
best abilities guide and inspire the songwriting process. I 
use my skills in the DAW (Logic, Pro Tools etc.) to bring 
my ideas to life but for you it might be looping, or simply 
playing guitar or piano.  For others it might be creating 
beats or scribbling notes. Get it from the source! 
 
9. Don't get swept up in the plug-in purchasing craze. Start 
with what you already have. Your DAW's stock plug-ins 
(the ones that come with your program) are probably good 
enough for what you need at the beginning. When they're 
not sufficient you'll know why and that will be the time to 
buy 3rd party plugs. Chill. 
 
10. Your room affects the way your music sounds as much 
as the monitors you use (if not more so!).  Using reference 
tracks through your system and listening at lower levels - 
while checking your mix on various other systems 
(different headphones, your car stereo and even your 
phone) - will help your music sound and translate better.  
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11. Think about the sound you want to achieve and find a 
strategy to get there. There's never only one way to get a 
specific sound. Use the tools you have at your disposal to 
get there. Fancier tools might get you there faster but if 
you know what you want it to sound like in your head, 
you're already most of the way there. The rest comes from 
practice… 
 
12. Go in knowing what you want. Preproduction (even 
without a band) can give you clarity and focus to 
accomplish your studio goals with increased ease and in a 
fraction of the time. The more time you spend with your 
band rehearsing and coming up with parts before entering 
the recording studio, the more time and money you will 
save in the studio. 
 
13. Be Unique. Learn about how synthesis and 
synthesizers work (also how filters and flangers work etc.). 
That way you can create sounds you hear in your head 
without relying solely on presets in your VSTs. You can 
find a preset that is close and tweak it to where you want it 
or just start from scratch using your acquired skills to get 
you where you wanna go. 
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14. DON'T put reverb and delays on each and every 
channel. This will eat up all of your CPU. Send the 
channels you want to affect to an aux bus with the effect of 
your choice already placed in the chain. You can send one 
channel to multiple FX buses and layer different reverbs 
and delays with less processing; multiple channels can 
share a reverb send. Everybody wins :) 
 
15. Acoustic guitars can be the most difficult instrument to 
fix in the mix so take extra time when miking it up to make 
sure it sounds as close as possible to the sound you want 
in the production. Typically, pointing the mic at the 12th 
fret from about a foot away is a good place to start. The 
closer to the hole, the warmer the sound will get; further 
gets brighter. 
 
16. Mild stereo bus processing can make a big difference. 
Boosting a bit of 10K to make the record brighter means 
you don't have to do that on a lot of individual tracks. A 
little compression (trimming off a db or so) goes a long 
way leaving you with less to compress on each of the 
tracks and a mix that begins to feel glued together. This 
makes your life a whole lot easier. 
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17. Try using an EQ plugin before effects in your AUX 
chain to filter out the lows and the highs. Obviously it 
depends on the effect your going for and how dense the 
mix is but cutting out everything below 600 Hz and above 
10 Khz going into a reverb will get rid of excessive mud 
and brightness that can get in the way of bass instruments 
and the lead vocal.  
 
18. Share your productions with friends and peers and ask 
them for constructive feedback. Be open to suggestions, 
but always trust your guts. The same goes for advice on 
the internet. You can read all the production and mixing 
tips on the internet but at the end of the day you have to 
trust your ears. If you know what you want, go out and 
make it happen.  
 
19. Don't be afraid to pan things to the sides. Some 
instruments sound weird panned - best to keep lead 
vocals, bass, kick and snare in the center - but pretty 
much everything else can be spread wide. Using the 
contrast of a relatively mono verse that expands into a 
wide stereo chorus is a great way to add lift and dimension 
to a track.  
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20. Adding subtle amounts of distortion to different 
instruments - including vocals - can help them poke 
through the mix a little bit better. Pop a distortion plug-in 
(you can also use tape or console emulation) on an aux 
track and send some signal to it and blend to taste. You 
can further customize the distorted aux channel by 
strapping on an EQ filter. 
 
21. The better your arrangement is the less EQ you're 
going to have to use to carve out space. E.g. The organ 
part should be in a different octave than the guitar part and 
certainly the bass part. Perhaps one instrument calls while 
the other responds. Having many things going at the same 
time in the same octave is going to make mixing and 
listening difficult.  
 
22. When you're at the beginning of your career, endlessly 
tweaking a production or mix isn't going to solve all the 
problems. The only thing that will improve your skills is 
finishing the project you're working on, moving on to the 
next project and continuously improving as you create 
more and more productions. Learn by doing more, not 
obsessing over this one. 
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23. Try to visualize your mix as forward to backwards 
when using reverb and delay. "Wet" ambient sounds will 
appear to be further away from you (as if you are in a 
large room). If you want a source to sound close and 
intimate, dial back the effect. Try using pre-delay (15 - 30 
milliseconds usually works) to get the grandiose effect of 
reverb without distancing the source. 
 
24. The room affects the tone of your recordings more 
than you'd expect. Learn the space you're working in. Not 
every corner of your home studio is equal. Experiment by 
placing the mic and the source in different locations until 
you find your sweet spots. You can also walk around the 
room singing till things start to sound the way you hear it in 
your head. 
 
25. Just because you want to do everything by yourself 
doesn't mean that you should. Ask a friend who is better 
than you at one thing to help collaborate on a project. You 
might be a great guitarist but it doesn't mean that you're 
the most qualified bass player for the track. Synergy is real 
so don't let your ego get in the way of making something 
great. 
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26. Don't be afraid to use automation. Dynamics are one 
of the strongest assets we have when it comes to making 
a song have impact but since we already limit dynamics so 
much with compressors, having relative level changes 
over time is crucial to keeping the song interesting. In 
addition to level and panning, you can also automate 
sends to a delay or a reverb!  
 
27. It's nice to add real instruments to productions that 
feature mostly virtual instruments to add a sense of 
realness. Layering a distorted electric guitar in the chorus 
can not only add grit and edge, but can help bring the 
production into the real world. With thousands of VSTs at 
our fingertips it's easy to forget that we can record our own 
unique sounds. 
 
28. The best possible ROI (return on investment) for your 
equipment is creating more music with what you already 
have, not spending all of your precious time researching 
your next purchase. Great gear helps, but you're better off 
producing more records than trying to obtain more 
microphones. Make music with what you already have. 
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29. When it comes to the bass, focus on note placement 
and groove. Don't overplay, remember to serve the song. 
If the song feels good and you're nodding along to the 
beat you're probably in a good place. Every lick should be 
intentional as to not distract the listener from the song. I 
like to compress with an LA2A and filter out some sub if 
it's in the way of the kick. 
 
30. Buying new gear and plugins can inspire you to play 
new things and help bring your recordings to their fullest 
potential - but it's easy to get caught up in the pursuit of 
things to make music with instead of actually making 
music. Committing to a specific purchase and committing 
to not buying anything are good states to fluctuate 
between. What?! 
 
31. Leave space. As fun as it can be to sprinkle your 
production with little sound effects and fills, sometimes it's 
best to let the song breath a bit. Having empty space will 
help the song seem bigger as it moves through time and 
when the chorus drops. Knowing when to add and 
subtract from the production is what separates the 
grown-ups from the kids in this industry.  
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32. Don't be too hard on yourself! You have to let your 
creative juices breath sometimes so don't get discouraged 
when you're having a slow day. Sometimes you can force 
creativity by setting deadlines and challenging yourself to 
finish projects by a certain date but other times you just 
can't force it. Patience is important. Good things come to 
those who wait :)  
 
33. Discipline will help you stand out in a crowd. As great 
as gear can be, you're better off trying to get the most ROI 
out of your time as opposed to your gear. Spend your time 
in a way that's suited for maximum impact. At the 
beginning of every day list three items that you'd like to 
accomplish by the end of the day. Don't try to do too 
much, but try to do those things. 
 
34. I know this should go without saying but don't 
over-compress your music. Slamming every instrument, 
aux channel and the stereo bus will lead to a lifeless, 
squashed mix that will hurt people's ears, making them 
tired which will cause them to turn it off sooner. The right 
amount of compression can add depth and punch but too 
much will destroy your production. 
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35. Attenuating at around the 400 Hz range will help 
tighten up the sound of the drums. Some producers dip 
out this frequency as a matter of course but best to use 
your ears. You can try this on the drum bus to save 
yourself work on the individual channels. I find that getting 
rid of this frequency on kicks and snares in particular 
tends to be the most helpful.  
 
36. As in any industry, it's important to foster good 
relationships with other musicians in your sphere. Meeting 
your peers to talk shop will open up your mind in ways you 
didn't think were possible. If you want to learn something 
from someone who knows more than you, just reach out. If 
you offer to buy them a coffee or a beer, chances are 
they'll say yes.  
 
37. To make programmed drums feel more authentic, you 
can automate a frequency notch in the high hat track. 
Boost a narrow band by about 3 db and automate the 
frequency between 8k-12k (ish). It'll make the high hat feel 
like it's being played by a real drummer (got this tip from 
Dave Pensado!). Also chill a bit with quantization. Don't 
totally slack on it, but some variation is ok. 
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38. Take the time to learn how to properly tune vocals. No, 
I'm not talking about the T-Pain effect, I'm talking about 
learning a software like Melodyne so you can subtly tweak 
an otherwise amazing performance. In today's industry 
you have to compete with such a high level of pitch perfect 
(almost to a flaw) that if your vocals aren't stellar, you 
won't sound professional. 
 
39. If you're looking for your first vocal microphone and 
your room isn't properly treated, I would recommend 
getting a good dynamic mic rather than a mediocre 
condensor microphone. The fidelity of the $450 Electro 
Voice RE-20 or Shure SM7B will slay most comparable 
"affordable" condensors and won't be nearly as vulnerable 
to the tone of the room.  
 
40. Know your limitations. When you need someone with a 
different skillset than you to help, don't hesitate to reach 
out. Hiring the right person on a production will make 
everyone involved look good. For years, this was how a 
producer operated. These days, with thousands of 
"bedroom producers," collaborating can help you stand out 
in a crowd by sheer quality.  
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